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There’s a sculpture atop Pão de
Açúcar (Sugarloaf Mountain) that
represents an artist’s poetic vision of
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

All about Rio
 Back in 1807, Dom
João, the King of
Portugal, and his
entire court of 15,000
set sail for Rio de
Janeiro from Lisbon to
escape Napoleon’s
marauding armies.
João fell in love with
Brazil, and immediately declared Rio de
Janeiro to be the new
capital of the United
Kingdom of Portugal.
It remained so until
1822 when Brazil
declared its independence from Portugal.
To this day, Rio de
Janeiro remains the
only city in the New
World to have been a
capital of a European
empire.
 Rio has 80 kilometres of beaches, with
Copacabana Beach
itself being four
kilometres long.
 The statue of
Jesus on Corcovado
Mountain is 30 metres
high, 28 metres wide
from fingertip to
fingertip, and weighs
1,145 tons
(1,038,726 kg).
 Population:
6.1 million
 Getting there:
There are countless
ways to travel to Rio
de Janeiro.
Continental
Airlines,
Delta Air
Lines,
United,
and American Airlines
all travel directly to
Rio de Janeiro via the
United States. If you
prefer to fly with Air
Canada, you can go to
Sao Paulo first and go
from there to Rio –
just a one-hour
flight.
- Keith MacKenzie,
24 hours

It’s in the shape of a woman, her flowing
dress representing the ocean, her smooth
hips a metaphor for the beaches, her breasts
reflecting the numerous hills and mountains
scattered through the city, and her thick hair
alluding to the forests. Quite a way to pay
tribute to the Cidade Maravilhosa (Marvellous City), as Rio is affectionately called by
its inhabitants.
The view from Pão de Açúcar is best in
late afternoon, where you can catch the sunset.
You can reach the top in two ways: The
easy way by cable car where James Bond
and Jaws had their climactic battle near the
end of the 007 film Moonraker, or if you’re
slightly more daring than Bond, you can
climb to the top with mountain-climbing
equipment.
The view from Sugarloaf is topped only
by the stunning panoramic view of Rio from
the opposite direction atop Corcovado
(Hunchback) mountain. It’s at this 690-metre
peak where Christ Redentor (Christ the Redeemer) stands majestically with his arms
outstretched, as if to say “Here is Rio, in all
its glory!”
Again, you can climb this peak, but for the
mortals among us, a steep train or a taxi
ride to the top would be the safest (and
sanest).
From these two opposite peaks you can
see the famous Ipanema and Copacabana
beaches, where scantily-clad bronze bodies
soak up the sun for what seems
like 24 hours a day.
Rio is not all beauty,
however. Its favelas,
or slums, made
famous in the
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24 hours’
editor Keith
MacKenzie
with a child
from a local
daycare
centre in
Rocinha, Rio
de Janeiro’s
biggest
favela. The
favelas, or
slums, are
often illegal
settlements
that creep
up the
mountainsides.
- 24 hours news
services

Oscar-nominated movie City of God, are all
too visible from many parts of the city. They
creep up the hillsides, impromptu settlements that lie outside of the law, and are run
by gangs who battle daily in the drug trade.
As dangerous as it sounds, a tour is safe and
recommended as it exposes the
all-too-real problem in Brazil. The
children in the favelas,
however, were full of
energy and despite
the poverty,
brought a

smile to my face.
After the heart-wrenching experience of a
favela tour, take in a samba show in the
evening where you’ll see amateur musicians
sitting around tables with beer and playing
famous Brazilian tunes, while Brazilians of
all colour and ages crush together to sing
on a deck just off Botafogo beach.
The thundering beat of the drums
will go right through your body and
pick you up, no matter how tired
you are from the day’s
activities. You’ll never want it to end.
This epitomized Rio, in all its glory:
Sheer energy, music, beauty and grace. How
else would you want to spend a vacation?
- Keith MacKenzie, 24 hours

Left: The majestic Christ Redentor, or Christ the Redeemer, looks out with outstretched arms over Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil from atop Corcovado Mountain. Below: A view
of Rio from atop Sugarloaf Mountain. The cable cars were once
featured in the James Bond film, Moonraker, where Jaws and 007
had their climactic fight near the end of the film.
- Keith MacKenzie, 24 hours

